Expression modes of interferon-alpha inducible genes in sensitive and resistant human melanoma cells stimulated with regular and pegylated interferon-alpha.
Interferon-alpha with its antiproliferative activity is widely used for the treatment of viral infections and tumor therapy such as melanoma. Naturally occurring resistance to recombinant interferon alpha-2a (IFN-alpha) and severe side effects limit the therapeutic efficacy. Understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in unresponsiveness may therefore lead to the development of novel formulations that overcome resistance. Here, we have applied oligonucleotide DNA microarrays with probe sets for about 11,400 human transcripts to study the expression of interferon-alpha inducible genes in a sensitive and resistant melanoma cell line over multiple time points and two interferon formulations. We identified two major groups of genes with termed interferon primary response genes (IPRGs) or interferon secondary response genes (ISRGs). IPRGs are upregulated early after interferon stimulation in both the sensitive and the resistant line and they contain IREs in the noncoding regulatory region. In contrast, ISRG expression occurs preferentially in the sensitive line ME15 at late time points, and this group of genes lacks typically IREs. In addition to these two major interferon response gene classes, we identified a relatively small number of genes with complex kinetic expression modes. In addition, we show for the first time that regular and pegylated recombinant interferons are equally potent activators of interferon (IFN) gene expression. Finally, we propose that the ISRGs are activated downstream of the primary response genes by a molecule or pathway, which awaits identification, and interferon inducible gene expression is thus more complicated than previously thought.